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A warm Steel Magnolias Thank You...
...from Kevyn and the Ladies of Chinquapin Parish

Frequent outbursts of laughter were mingled with a few tears when we presented Steel Magnolias to packed houses in
February. Thank you to everyone who hung out with us in Truvy’s Beauty Salon! Pictured above (L to R): Hannah
Posner (Annelle), Kari Kennedy Flowers (Truvy), Kristin Brown (Shelby), Vicki Cravens (M’Lynn), Director Kevyn
Robertson, Ashley Boyd (Ouiser), and Amy Samuel (Clairee)

Tickets for our summer show go on sale here June 1st!

Joseph Campbell

Sierra Miller

OKLAHOMA! is shaping up to be another great Summer production. Our cast features McKinney North High
School graduates Joseph Campbell as Curly and Sierra Miller as Laurey. Joseph is a Musical Theater major at
University of Oklahoma and Sierra is a Musical Theater major at University of Evansville/Indiana.
See our full cast and crew list here.
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Another Exciting First for MSM: Theater in the Round
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OKLAHOMA!, Rodgers and Hammerstein’s first collaboration, is considered
their most innovative, having set the standards and established the rules of musical theatre still being followed today. It is only fitting that MSM will be performing this classic show in a new and different way: in the round.
A special stage at McKinney’s historic Church Street Auditorium will be in
the center of the venue, with audience members seated around the actors. As
always, we will have live music, but the musicians will be on their own stage,
instead of in a pit. You’ll finally get to see our musicians as well as our actors!
According to Director Kevyn Robertson, “We are thrilled to be bringing this
immersive theater experience to our audiences. The in-the-round configuration
is a perfect fit for a high-energy production like OKLAHOMA! Our fans are
in for a real treat!”
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